About APSMIND
APSMind is a division of APSMIND Technology Pvt. Ltd. It established with the objective of providing
quality IT technical education with ample company exposure, caters to the needs of the youth with its
innovative teaching methods.

We provide training, software development, IT Services and IT Staffing. Our technological expertise, high
quality standards, creativity and efficiency are combined in our services to deliver maximum value to our
students/clients.

The organization provides summer/winter internship training, workshops, corporate training on some of
the most new technologies like .NET, JAVA, PHP, ANDROID, Phone gap, CLOUD,SEO, CCNA, AUTOCAD,
EMBEDDED SYSTEM & many more.
APSMIND TECHNOLOGY is Associated with HP Software University to Conduct Training Program at
own Premises
and interested College Premises.

Introduction Ethical Hacking
In the computer security context, a hacker is someone who seeks and exploits weaknesses in a
computer system or computer network. Hackers may be motivated by a multitude of reasons, such
as profit, protest, challenge or enjoyment.
The subculture that has evolved around hackers is often referred to as the computer underground
and is now a known community.
While other uses of the word hacker exist that are not related to computer security, such as
referring to someone with an advanced understanding of computers and computer
networks, they are rarely used in mainstream context. They are subject to the longstanding hacker
definition controversy about the term's true meaning. In this controversy, the term hacker is
reclaimed by computer programmers who argue that someone who breaks into computers,
whether computer criminal (black hats) or computer security expert (white hats), is more
appropriately called a cracker instead. Some white hat hackers claim that they also deserve the title
hacker, and that only black hats should be called "crackers". according to current Market Demand.
Our SpecialistTrainer conduct the class and explore new ideas and experience in detail. APSMIND
Technology Pvt. Ltd. one of leadinginstitute in the field of Ethical-Hacking-Training in Delhi.

Requirements
1. Seminar hall/classroom having enough capacity to conduct hands-on-session for all participants.
Good Quality public address system ideally two cordless Mics will be required. Projector/
Screen along with black/white board for teaching and presentation purpose.
2. One small stereo jack cord to connect to laptop for its sound system. A Zonal centre can only be
arranged for a minimum of 100 students.

Responsibility of an Organizer
1. Hospitality (2 days) for a team of 2-4 members.
2. Pick and Drop facility from the nearest railway station/bus stop/ airport.

Registration charges
1. Registration Charges Rs.800/- per participant only.
2. The fee includes workshop training, certification, Event registration a free
Software Tool Kit to each participant.

Workshops Technologies

Android App Development.
Ethical Hacking.
Auto Mobile Mechanic & Engine Design.
Arduino.
Quad copter.
Robotics & Embedded “C’’
Matlab with Robotics.
8051/8052 Embedded “C”
PCB & Circvit Designing.
Phone gap.
Big Data Hadoop
IOT
CCNA
Dot Net
Civil staad pro.

Thank You!!!!!!
We ensure that you will find our initiative extremely beneficial for your students. If you have any queries
kindly get back to us. We are looking forward to a quick and positive response from you and a long term
association with your esteemed organization.

